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BOOK REVIEWS

X-RAY DIFFRACTION TABLES By J. H. FeNc rNr F. Doxu.r Br.oss. Southern
Illinois University Press, Carbondale, 1966. 912.75.

The previously available tables of interplanar spacings as a function of 29 for various
wavelengths were somewhat lacking in convenience. Some interpolation and reference to
other listings was Irequently necessary and this was more than a little inconvenient when a
rapid and accurate interpretation of results was desired.

These new tables are set up so that d-values are available in increments of 0.01 of 2d,
with an individual page covering a spread of 0.50 of 20, and with pages headed by the range
of 2d covered, rather than by page number. For a given value of 2d, interplanar spacings
are listed for Cu, Fe, Mo, and Cr radiations with separate values for Kc1, Ka2, and KB. In
addition the spacing for Lar for W radiation and the value of sin2 d for the calculation of Q
values are listed.

The listed values generally eliminate the necessity for interpolation, and in addition
provide interplanar spacings for a given value of 2g for several wavelengths at the same
reference point. We have found the tables to be very useful. Their added convenience should
make this book a standard laboratory reference where similar tables have not been inde-
pendently prepared.

DoNar,o R. Pr,acon
U niter sity oJ M i.c hi.gan

X-RAY ANALYSIS PAPERS EDTTED By Wrr.r.reu Pernrsn. Centrex Publishine Com-
pany, Eindhoven, 1965, xif 310 pages. 97.00.

This book is a collection of some twenty-four of the papers published from the Philips
Laboratories, largely on aspects of X-ray diffraction related to instrumentation. It repre-
sents an expansion over the fifteen papers originally in "Advances in X-ray Diffractometry
and X-ray Spectrography", with the exception of some deletions. The papers in this work
are separated under the headings X-ray Powder Difiractometry (11 papers, with two added
relative to the earlier version), X-ray Spectroscopy (7 papers, with 4 additions) and
Counter Detectors (6 papers, with 4 additions).

The papers in thls volume were chosen for readings in the Philips X-ray Schools. X-roy
Analysis is meant to be the companion volume to Mathemati,caL Theory of X-ray Powder
Difractomel,ry by A. J. C. Wilson, however. As mentioned in the preface of the latter text,
the combined subject matter of these works is designed to give a unified coverage of X-ray
diffractometry, with X-ray Andyses concerned with the more practical experimental as-
pects, and A. J. C. Wilson's book covering the theoretical background material.

Information relating to counting statistics, counter tubes, difiractometer instrumenta-
tion design, monochromatization and a host of other problems relating to difiractometry
is in large part scattered through the literature, and a unified description of this material is
needed. In that the published work oI the Philips Laboratories has been largely definitive
in this field, the collection of papers in X-ro1 Analysis provides such an integrated approach.
ft does not do this, however, in that other literature is not included except through the
usual references. The separate papers were not designed to mesh in a comprehensive way,
and some of the descriptions of equipment and methods have been superseded by more
recent work.

Although an integrated textbook approach to the subject-matter would be desirable,
this apparently was not the aim of the editor, and in no way detracts from the primary
usefulness of the book in bringing together that selected literature of the Philips Labora-
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tories covering so many definitive aspects of x-ray difiractometry. This book is valuable in

that it does bring this reference material under one cover.
I)cxer.o R. Pucox

LlnfuersiLY oJ M ichi,gan

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ROCK I'ORMING MINERALS sY W' A' Dnrn' R' A'

Howrn, AN'D J. ZussMAN. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1966, xiif 528 pages'

$11.00.

Mineralogists are familiar with the five-volume rvork (1962) by these authorsotTll,e

Roch Formin,g Mi'nerals. Students will be happy to find this condensation available' but

must not depend upon it too heavily, for muih important data that they need on some of

the minerais has been cut.

reference.

heartily by the lowet-level students who are not prepared to use the larger work'
Houcn Wrlcupr-r,

Yale UnittersitY




